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IMPROVING
SCHOOL SAFETY
WITH ENHANCED
DRILLS

Incorporating real-world scenarios, simulation and
tabletop exercises enhances drills, better prepares
school communities for emergency situations
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IMPROVING SCHOOL
SAFETY WITH ENHANCED
DRILLS
For decades, K-12 school officials have been relying on drills as a best practice for
improving emergency preparedness in schools. A crucial component of emergency
planning, drills are a safety training measure designed to familiarize students and
staff with a school’s emergency procedures. They provide the opportunity to test
procedures, reveal weaknesses in procedures, build staff and student awareness,
improve response and coordination, clarify roles and responsibilities and improve
individual performance.
As reported in an article in School Psychology Review, existing research suggests
that drills implemented according to best practice can increase students’ knowledge and skills of how to respond in an emergency, without elevating their anxiety
or perceived safety.1 Similarly, in a guidance document compiled by the National
Association of School Psychologists (NASP) and the National Association of School
Resource Officers (NASRO), practicing disaster response procedures has been found
to increase the probability of adaptive behavior during a crisis.2
In the instance of fire safety, for example, the last school to lose 10 students or more
to a fire-related death was in 1958 when 95 people tragically died in the Our Lady
of the Angels school fire in Chicago.3 Due to improvements in safety standards and
practices – specifically well-rehearsed evacuation drills – the very few deaths that
have occurred since then have most often been those who set the fire, according to
a representative from the National Fire Protection Association.4
Throughout the country, evacuation procedures are one of the most commonly
practiced of any drill type. Often, due to state or district regulations, schools perform
evacuation drills so frequently that staff and students have them down to a science.
For example, in 2015, the state of Ohio released revised regulation stating Ohio
school principals were required to conduct at least six of these drills or rapid dismissals every year, at times and frequencies set forth by the state fire marshal.5
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While drill requirements vary by law and state or district regulation, in addition to
evacuation procedures, other basic K-12 school emergency procedures commonly
practiced, include:
1. Shelter-in-place
2. Lockdown
3. Assemble and shelter outside
4. Evacuate to safe haven
5. Emergency student release/family re-unification

Key principles of effective drills
Safety experts often say the first and best line of defense for any school emergency
is a well-trained, highly alert staff and student body. A school could have the most
thorough, comprehensive safety plan on file, but if it’s not regularly practiced or
exercised, it will be ineffective when it matters most. Likewise, when safety planning
is exercised, it should be done with meaningful purpose.
To properly plan, execute and analyze drills, NASP and NASRO recommend schools
create a dedicated safety team inclusive of a school administrator, school mental
health professional, school nurse and a selection of teachers, staff, security personnel, parents and students. Among other duties, safety team members should identify
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the most appropriate drills for the school’s individual culture and establish and communicate designated roles and responsibilities for each drill.
Some of the top considerations for making drills most effective are:
1.

Drills should test the capacity of all involved in emergency response, highlighting
building-level cooperation between schools, police and first responders.

2.

Drills should be treated as real emergencies with full and serious participation
from all participants, including administrators, teachers, students and first
responders.

3.

Drills should be practiced frequently, in a realistic manner, such as during lunch,
recess or when the school principal is out of the building. Drills shouldn’t be
scheduled based on when it is most convenient or least disruptive.

4.

De-briefings should be held after every drill to further enhance response skills.
De-briefings can be held with teachers and students in classrooms or in all-staff
and faculty meetings.

5.

Drills should be thoroughly evaluated and input should be collected from various
drill participants. Mistakes or inconsistencies during drills are learning opportunities and can help improve future response. Many safety experts say the most
important part of any drill is the discussion and updated action plan that follows.

6.

Drills should have associated communication plans that include long-term
follow-up to support sustainability and progression. Plans should cover all drill
types, identify specific objectives and goals for each drill, include logistics and
available resources and ensure compliance with state and/or district regulations.

In addition to the above considerations, experts recommend administrators look
closely at how school culture and climate may impact drill effectiveness. Since every
district and school is unique, there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach when planning and
executing drills.
An assessment can help administrators better identify the types of emergencies
or crisis situations that are most likely to occur at their school. For example, some
schools may have a higher probability of a certain medical emergency or natural
disaster occurring than other schools. Thus, drills tailored to these incidents would
be high priority for those schools.
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However, experts also stress drill variety. While most schools are
adept at practicing emergency procedures for fires and severe
weather, often they aren’t as rehearsed for things like chemical
release, self-threats, intruders, or school violence.
In the case of lockdown drills, for instance, school safety expert
Michael Dorn of Safe Havens International says schools tend to
be overly focused on active shooter situations, which are rare.
He notes that when schools only focus on one type of lockdown
procedure, they are more likely to have plan failure during a crisis.
Similarly, he says drills should be inclusive of common situations
like a child not breathing or an aggressive dog on the playground.6
School community is also important. Every school has its own community unique to
the school’s geographic area, size, layout of building and grounds, available resources
and more. And, the community should be oriented to school safety protocols. This
includes clear roles and defined responsibilities for all community members, such as
teachers and support or specialty staff, students, parents, first responders and so on.
Additionally, collaboration within the community is key – especially collaboration
with public safety partners or first responders.
Student population is another factor that can impact drill effectiveness. When
planning drills, administrators need to carefully customize drill activity to the age of
the student body, as well as cognitive and developmental levels of awareness. For
example, students with physical, sensory or other disabilities may require specialized
instructions.
Lastly, drills are most effective if a school’s climate is positive. In particular, this includes comfort level and trust among staff and students. In most cases, a school with
a positive, predictable and orderly environment will execute more efficient, organized
drills. According to the Massachusetts School Safety and Security Task Force, when
students routinely practice orderly and respectful behavior on a daily basis they naturally move in an orderly fashion during drills.7
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When a crisis hits, remember the drills!
For School Administrators/Teachers/
Staff/Students:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Trust one another, coordinate appropriately and
cooperate completely.
Make informed decisions and ensure actions correspond with the type and intensity of the incident.
Calmly communicate accurate and appropriate
information.
Remind staff and students to stay calm.
Minimize student exposure and keep unaffected students away from the incident and medical staging area.
Document action to provide record of plan implementation for aid with future planning.

For First Responders/Law
Enforcement:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stay calm and remind students to
stay calm and follow directions.
Follow the emergency procedure
or protocol; adapt when necessary.
Protect students and minimize
their exposure to the incident.
Provide students with straightforward, factual information.

*Tips based on recommendations by the Massachusetts School Safety and Security Task Force.

Make good drills great

Ripley, author of “The Unthinkable,” say people often fail to

When drills are carefully planned, thoughtfully executed

rational person that action should be taken.

perform seemingly simple tasks when it would be clear to any

and thoroughly analyzed, school communities are likely
to be better prepared for real emergencies. Statistics

In the K-12 environment, those from Safe Havens Interna-

show that when people are familiar with emergency

tional say these emotion-related missteps could be neglect-

plans and procedures, response is known to be stream-

ing to evacuate a building, implement a lockdown, call 911

lined and more effective.

or notify the main office. For example, say a man is yelling
and running toward the school playground during recess. The

However, something that isn’t generally a factor during

teacher on recess duty might immediately take the students

drills – but that is in a real emergency – is emotion. As

in the building, but forget to notify the main office.

reported in a Campus Safety magazine article, Lt. Col.
Dave Grossman, an internationally recognized scholar,

Thus, to make effective drills even better, administrators

author, soldier and speaker on human aggression and the

should explore ways to incorporate enhanced decision

roots of violent crime, says the human brain is the most

making and cognitive thinking. These enhancements should

effective survival mechanism known to man – but only

encourage teachers, staff and students to ‘think on their toes’

when properly prepared.8

when emotions may be high. Three recommended strategies

Without doubt, the incredible stress of a crisis can have
extreme effects on the human body. And, unfortunately,
when faced with a crisis, according to the aforementioned Campus Safety article, experts like Amanda

for this type of drill enhancement, include:
1. Encourage interchangeable roles and staff initiation.
2. Incorporate real-world scenarios or simulation exercises.
3. Pair simulations with tabletop exercises.
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ENCOURAGE
INTERCHANGEABLE ROLES
A N D S TA F F I N I T I AT I O N
Any hesitation during an emergency can have serious
and harmful consequences. Thus, helping teachers, staff
and students understand various emergency response
strategies and how to implement them is critical.
To help achieve this, administrators can enhance drills by
incorporating interchangeable roles and staff initiation.
These enhancements give drill participants the opportunity to decide whether to evacuate, barricade classroom
doors, counter-attack an armed intruder and so on.
For example, when practicing a lockdown drill, instead
of an administrator initiating the drill, a custodian or
teacher would make the initiation – without consulting
anyone else. More often than not, threats that require a
lockdown don’t happen near a school’s main office so it’s

sions that follow drills, school safety technology can serve as a great aid in further educating
teachers, staff and students. For example,
some schools utilize software-mapping systems that display detailed building maps and
photos, including locations of doors, windows,
closets, hallways, classrooms, life-safety items
and more. Not only can
staff members view
these maps and photos
to better prepare for
emergencies themselves,
teachers can also share the maps with students
to remind them of their surroundings and options for specific emergency protocols.

important that teachers and staff members are able to
decide when this protocol should be initiated.

Similarly, during a drill where staff members are
changing roles, fast and easy ref-

Similarly, students should be taught to follow the direc-

erence of school emergency plans
and protocols could be extremely
beneficial. For example, if during
the drill, the school secretary is
fulfilling a role that is unfamiliar to
her, she could quickly reference
a mobile app that contains easyto-read action plans on how to
respond to a specific emergency
situation.

tion of their teacher in an emergency situation. However, in the event their teacher is incapacitated, they also
need to know how to make important safety decisions.
For instance, students should be fully aware of outside
door locations nearest to them, their options for hiding
places beyond their classrooms and so on.

No doubt, drills provide learning opportunities. And, especially during the discus-
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I N C O R P O R AT E R E A L- W O R L D
S C E N A R I O S O R S I M U L AT I O N
EXERCISES
Another highly effective strategy to enhance drills is

That staff member is then required to initiate the proper

incorporation of real-world scenarios or simulation ex-

emergency protocols. Alternatively, administrators can incor-

ercises. This helps give context to drills, while removing

porate real-world scenarios by adding ‘surprise elements’ into

the routine action that often accompanies drills.

drills. For example, administrators can block the main building
exits at the last minute during a fire drill to test the ability of

For example, at the onset of a drill, a school’s principal

staff and students to think on their feet.

would nonchalantly hand a staff member a scenario card.
The scenario could be something like the following:

In the classroom, teachers can pose similar real-world scenarios to their students to help further educate them on proper

•

You are walking the halls of the school when you

emergency procedures. Teachers can unexpectedly call on

hear shouting coming from the main office. As you

students’ memory to reinforce application of drill information

get closer, you see a man arguing with another staff

while also determining if they are actually applying the infor-

member. Just as you are getting ready to intervene,

mation or simply repeating it.

the man turns and walks away from the office,

•

toward the classrooms. You try to find out what he

Taking scenario drills a step further, simulations are function-

needs, but he ignores you and keeps walking. What

al exercises that provide participants with real-time informa-

do you do?

tion and other stimuli. Depending on the drill type, the added

It is 12 p.m. on a Thursday. There have been recent
reports of trouble with bears in the area getting
more aggressive and less willing to leave populated
areas due to a shortage of food. A staff member
enters the school office reporting a large black bear
and three cubs near the school entrance. What do
you do?

stimuli may be simulated gunshots, an air horn, public address
announcements, electronic communications and more.
Simulations can be very intense. They generally involve multiple partners and may be conducted within an entire school
district as opposed to just one building. For some participants, simulations can be emotionally traumatic. Therefore,
any simulation exercise should be preceded by extensive
education, preparation and consideration for readiness.

10
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P A I R S I M U L AT I O N S W I T H
TA B L E T O P E X E R C I S E S
The NASP and U.S. Depart-

A third successful strategy to improve drill participant decision-making and cognitive

ment of Education recommend

thinking is to pair simulation drills with tabletop exercises.

that crisis preparedness exercises and drills progress from

While simulation drills are extremely valuable, they can be time and labor intensive.

basic activities, like discus-

However, administrators can capitalize on them by pairing them with tabletop ex-

sion-based exercises to more

ercises. Tabletop exercises allow schools to work through simulation-type scenarios

advanced drills and exercises,

in an engaging, active planning forum with district and building crisis teams, public

such as crisis simulations.

safety and community agency partners and other stakeholders. What’s more, tabletop
exercises can cover a lot of real-world scenarios in a short amount of time.

Drills can be further elevated
if necessary with full-scale

These small-group discussions walk drill participants through various scenarios and

mock exercises, which take

the courses of action to be taken before, during and after an emergency.

place in real-time and involve
the entire school community –
actually deploying resources.
These exercises are the most
time-consuming activity and
are designed to test collaboration among law enforcement
and emergency agencies and
participants, public information systems, communications

Discussion-based exercises also present an ideal opportunity to review a school’s safety technology. For
example, a school may use apps that notify fellow
school officials or first responders of an emergency or
apps that help teachers and administrators account for
students during a drill or emergency. During such discussions, administrators can reinforce how and when
these technologies can be used in real-world scenarios
to aid with emergency preparedness and response.

systems and equipment.
According to NASP per the U.S. Department of Education, tabletop drills are designed
to prompt an in-depth, constructive, problem-solving discussion about existing
emergency response plans.
They give school officials the opportunity to reassess safety plans and resources.
Additionally, throughout these exercises, participants identify, investigate and resolve
issues. They discuss their crisis response roles and associated actions. And, they
investigate areas of success and improvement.
Tabletop exercises also better facilitate an understanding of emergency management
and planning concepts and enhance relationships between schools and first
responders.

11
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Document, track and report drill
activity
No matter what strategies school administrators use to
make the most of drills, one highly important – and often
overlooked – component of planning, executing and
analyzing drills, is documentation and reporting. Documenting drills isn’t just a good safety practice; it also
identifies steps for improving procedures and corrective
actions. Additionally, it provides an opportunity to revisit
safety initiatives more frequently throughout the school
year.
Historically, drill scheduling, tracking and reporting has
been seen as an arduous task. However, state laws and
regulations are becoming strict, and adequately recording and reporting drill activity is now required in most
states throughout the U.S.
In the state of Michigan for example, new annual drill
requirements were released in 2014 as part of Public
Act 12.9 Following suit with many other U.S. state drill
mandates, Michigan’s Public Act 12 outlines minimum
drill requirements for various drill types, such as fires,
natural disasters and more. But, slightly more unique to
this Act is that it also requires Michigan schools to post

With stringent documentation like this being mandated
throughout the country, many administrators are turning to
easy-to-use drill documentation software. The software helps
administrators schedule drills for the year, receive reminders on upcoming drills and missed drills, and save and print
drill schedules for submission to EMA’s or other regulatory
bodies.
Administrators can also link drill logs to emergency management plans, search district sites by drill type or date, quickly
view drill statistics, and ensure ongoing management of drills
from one school year to the next.

Drill success from A to Z
From planning to reporting – K-12 administrators across the
country are perfecting drills to properly prepare school communities for emergency situations. Through various enhancement strategies, administrators are using drills to encourage
teachers, staff and students to ‘think on their toes’ and make
rational decisions – even when emotions are high.
And, practice makes perfect when it comes to effective drills.
For years, research has suggested that for the best chance of
success in an emergency, students and staff must physically
practice safety procedures.

completed drill logs on the school or district website

Drill Scenarios Praticed by Public Schools

within 30 days of a drill – and maintain these logs for at

100

least 3 years.

90
80

a list of the scheduled drill days for the school buildings
operated by the school, school district, intermediate

70

Percentage

Additionally, Michigan’s K-12 schools must also provide

60
50
40

school district or public school academy, to their respec-

30

tive county Emergency Management Agency (EMA) each

20

year.

10
0

Shooting

Hostage

Bomb Threat

Natural Disaster

*National Center for Education Statistics10
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When procedures are practiced regularly, students and staff have a clearer understanding of their roles, gain confidence in dealing with crisis situations and generally
feel safer in their school environment. Practicing drills also helps reveal issues or
problem areas that sometimes can’t be seen when planning on paper or through discussion. For example, maybe a school’s administrator has planned to file students into
two main building stairways during a tornado. But, during the drill, the administrator
soon realizes the space is too small.
Practicing drills also develops stronger relationships between schools and emergency
responders, greater consistency in actions and more efficient use of resources during
an actual incident.
Today, and into the future, drills will continue to be a key best practice in improving
emergency preparedness and response within the school community.
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